Principles

- The WG is the final decision maker about both process and content, and the mailing list is where (difficult) decisions are made.
- If we choose to employ GitHub, we will be guided by:
  ○ RFC 8874: Working Group GitHub Usage Guidance
  ○ RFC 8875: Working Group GitHub Administration
- Maximum transparency
- Management of documents in GitHub repos has a long history and is generally non-controversial
  ○ E.g. TLS 1.3 draft since 2014
- Issue management is more challenging
Proposal: Documents

- Small editorial edits with GitHub pull requests
  - No change to meaning, certainly no normative change
- Pull Requests for all significant changes, linked to issues
  - This encourages a review process, possibly on list
- Any documents must be published at least once per IETF period, preferably also after any meaningful changes
- Wikis, GitHub discussions etc. are not a record of the WG activity
  - If you want something published, get it into an I-D!
Proposal: Issues

- We propose RFC 8874 “Issue Discussion Mode”
- Long document reviews are generally on the mailing list
- After ML discussion settles, reviewer opens issues on GH
  - WG is informed of new issues (automatically?)
- Further issue discussion mostly on GH
- Issue labelling: Design vs. Editorial, other labels TBD
- Weekly (automated) summary to the ML (sample follows)
- Editorial team closes resolved issues, implements them in the draft (PRs welcome)
  - Issues point to PRs, and vice versa
  - The team should bring difficult cases to the list and to meetings
  - And so can any other WG participant
  - No reopening issues other than by WG consensus
- Chairs may call for consensus on the list
Example Weekly Report

Sunday November 08, 2020
Events without label "editorial"

Issues
ietf-wg-gnap/core-protocol (+22/-2/💬6)
22 issues created:
#27 RS Response for Speculative Access (by yaronf)
#13 Syntax of Flags (3 by jricher, yaronf)
...
2 issues closed:
#26 "updated_at" Format
#25 Access Token Format

Pull requests
ietf-wg-gnap/core-protocol (+1/-1/💬0)
1 pull requests submitted:
#28 Added authors. (by jricher)
1 pull requests merged:
#28 Added authors.

Repositories tracked by this digest:
https://github.com/ietf-wg-gnap/core-protocol
Discussion